Let U be an incomplete U~statistic of order k --that is to sayan ari thmetic mean of m quantities g (X. , ... ,X. ) where Xl"'" X is a 1 1 1 k n random sample from some distribution, g is a function sYmmetric in its k arguments, and the sum is taken over m k-subsets (il, ... ,i k ) of {l, ... ,n}. The problem of how to choose the m subsets to make the variance of U a minimum is discussed. Some results on the asymptotic properties of U are given.
Introduction.
Let Xl"",X n be a random sample from a distribution with d.f. F, where F is a member of a class F of dfs. Let 8 be a parameter such that e = 8 (F) == E [g (Xl' ... ,~) ] for all F E F (1) where g is symmetric in its k arguments. In this case the functional 
where the sum is taken over all (~) k-subsets of {I, ... , n} .
The amount of computation required to calculate (2) may be excessive if nand k are large. Because of the high degree of dependence between the terms of (2), it appears that discarding some of the terms involved in the U-statistic will not appreciably inflate the variance. We are thus led to consider incomplete U-statistics of the form where the sum now extends overm k-subsets chosen in some manner. Such incomplete U-statistics have been studied by Blom (1976) , Brown and Kildea (1978) , and Lee (1979) .
In the present paper we address the question of how to choose the sets defining (3) to make the variance a minimum. We also discuss asymptotic properties of sequences of optimal incomplete U-statistics. 3 5ince the variance of an incomplete U-statistic is always greater than that of the corresponding complete statistic, one is trading off efficiency against simple computation. However, in some cases it is possible to achieve considerable savings in computation coupled with a negligible or zero decrease in asymptotic relative efficiency. We return to this point in § 4 .
2. The variance of an incomplete U-statistic.
Following Hoeffding (1948) ., define functions gc(xl, ... ,x c ) = E[g(x 1 , ... ,x c ' Xc+l, ... ,X k )] for c = 1,2, ... ,k and 
Multiplying each side of (7) and (8) by s~V)) summing over V from 1 toã nd using the identity yields from (7)
• (c-5I,+1) c=l c and so
Finally multiplying using the identity so by (4) 
where d~= cL (-1) . R, ;C; V and so A.R, = B.R, and so attains a minimum.
We now turn to the description of designs for which the A.R, have one of the two properties above.
3. Designs having minimum variance.
Designs based on tacticaZ configurations. A class of designs
for which the A.R, are sums of squares ·of equal terms are those based on tactical configurations. A tactical configuration (t.c.) C(k,.R"o,n) is a system of m k-subsets of· {I, ... ,n} such that every .R,-subset of· {I, ... ,n} 8 is contained in exactly 0 of the m subsets of the systenl. A necessary condition for the existence of a t.c. is that the quantities
are integers for h = O,l, ... ,R--l. If such a t.c. exists it is also a C(k,h,oh,n) t.c. for h = 1,2, .
•• ,R--l. The number m of sets is given by These facts may be found for example in Raghavarao (1971) .
Suppose now that a C(k, k-l , 0, n) tactical configuration exists.
Then the incomplete U-statistic based on this t.C. has minimum variance,
for by definition everyR--subset of· {I, ... ,n} is contained in oRsubsetsS j of the system, and so each AR-is a sum of squares of equal terms and so is a minimum. (Hanani (1960) ) when n = 2 or 4 (mod 6). Little is known about t.c.'s for which k > 4.
other designs based on taatiaaZ aonfigU1'ations.
Suppose that a C(k 1\)111 n) configuration exists for V~2. Then any V-set is contained in at most 1 of the Sj and so A~is minimized for~~V.
Since the design is a C(k1J(;1o~1n) t.c. for 1 :S~< V the A~are also minimized for~< V and so the U-statistic has minimum variance. In particular BIBD designs for arbitrary k 1 n 1 m are of this type if A (the number of blocks containing any pair of varieties) is unity. where P9., is a permutation matrix, 1. e. one whose i-j element is of the form O. .(.) for some permutation p of the integers· {1, .
Designs based on partiaUy balanaed inaomplete bloaks.
•. ,nL 1, p J Conversely, any set ofk permutations Pl"'o, Pk will generate a balanced design, provided P9., (j);t P9., (j) for distinct 9.,1,9.,2 and j = l, ... ,n. corresponding to the permutation q 2 1 Also NN' = Now call the elements of an nxn matrix for which i -j = c (mod n) the c-diagona1. of the matrix. The matrix PR, P1 has ones on its 1 2 aR, -aR, diagonal and zero elsewhere. Thus, provided the quantities 2 1 aR, -aR, . for R,1' R,2 = 1, .
•. , k are distinct (mod n) when they are not 2 1 zero, NN' has its off-diagonal elements zero or one, and hence N is the incidence matrix of a minimum variance U~statistic. The table below   gives sui table values 
The variance of the complete U-statistic is and an ARE of k°1 / (k(k-l)Ol + Ok) .
For results on asymptotic normality, once again consider a sequence of designs based on incidence matrices N of the type described above. We distinguish two cases:
If r -+ 00, then n Var U m =iil (k(r-nO l
ar were lS t e correspon lng comp e e m n n n statistic. It follows from §S of Blom (1976) 
The estimator Now consider the case r + 00 • asymptotically unbiased estimator of k20~, since 
where L(1) denotes the sum over all sets Sj having one element in common. Since U m converges to e in probability, the last term in (13) m converges to _k 2 e 2 in probability. Also 1.. L g~is an incomplete m j=l J U-statistic based on the kernel i and so converges in probability to E(g2) = O~+~2. Thus the second term converges in probability to zero. ;fS:ln [um-e} has asymptotically a normal distribution with mean zero and variance unity.
For the case r + kb < 00, the estimate must be modified. Consider 
